Newport Forest  Saturday September 15 2007  1:50 - 6:30 pm

**weather:** prec. 1 mm; RH 46%; BP 99.79 kPa; ovcst; E 0-15 kmh; LM 16 C

**purpose:** to complete grooming the TRT

**participants:** Kee, Brian, Jamie

With all three of us wielding hoes, we completed the TRT by the end of the afternoon. The trail is now a pleasure to walk, with a soft brown carpet underfoot and -- silence! Two large logs need cutting, but may have to be left as stepovers, for now.

I changed the memory cards in both cameras, noting that #2 had taken 211 images. Neither card had any worthwhile image on it and evidently blowing plants nearby had triggered cam #2 repeatedly and run its batteries down.